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Story
• For fans of Colleen Hoover, Rainbow Rowell, and John Green
• The author masters the art of alternating the narrative perspectives of Leander and Lila
• A brilliant novel about friendship and art, utter despair and utmost dedication, as well as a love than
can save everything
• Fast pacing and with surprising plot twists
• Authentic depiction of youth language and everyday life
• From the author of the award-winning At the End of the World I Met Noah
About the power of art, friendship and love – this very special love story will warm your heart
They are talented street artists and have been best friends for as long as they can remember. Their pieces
appear all over town, on walls, metro carriages and abandoned factory buildings, but nobody knows who is
behind the mysterious BLUX tag. Jonas and Leander. Leander and Jonas. Nothing can come between
them.
Until Leander falls in love with Lila, the cute girl with the golden hair long enough to sit on. And Jonas
stumbles across the myth of the Chinese paintbrush and paints himself into a crisis. A book about friendship
and art, about the deepest despair and the utmost devotion, and an all-redeeming love. This is a book that
will warm the heart.
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Irmgard Kramer
Irmgard Kramer was born in 1969 in Vorarlberg and grew up in an old house that felt alive. After nineteen
years of being a primary school teacher, she threw away her chalks and now lives as a freelance author
among mountains, cows and cheeses in Bregenzerwald. She writes stories for young and older readers,
and for magazines.
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